
 
 

Y4 LEARNING LOG 
Date Set: 24

th
 April 2015                      Date Due: 13

th
 July 2015 

 

TOPIC: In a State, Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Books of Islam, History of 
Middleton & Good Vibrations 

 

 
There are lots of useful links on www.parkfieldprimary.com to help you! 

Write a non-chronological report 
about Charles Rennie Mackintosh.  

Create a replica of Mackintosh’s work.  Draw a map of historical Middleton.  

Write an explanation text about solids, 
liquids and gases. 

Read a story from the Quran and write 
your own version.  

Research famous historical building in 
Middleton. 

Create a 3D model of your favourite 
historical building in Middleton. 

Make a musical instrument that 
creates a vibration. 

Draw and describe the particles inside 
a solid, liquid and a gas. 

Every week you must also: 

 Read your reading book. 

 Complete your mymaths.co.uk homework. 

 Practice your times tables for BIG MATHS. 

 Practice the spellings given to you. 

 Talk to your Mum, Dad or Carer about your homework. 

Parent/Carer comment: 
 

SELF AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT 
(Pupils ‘star’ where you think you are. Teachers please ‘tick’) 

 Good Great Super 

Presentation 

You have presented your work well. 
You may have used some ICT in your 
work. You need to take a little more 
care with your illustrations and /or 

handwriting. 

You have used some interesting 
ways to present your work including 
sticking extra sheets in and using ICT. 

Your illustrations and /or 
handwriting are a high standard. 

You have used some very creative 
ways to present your work including 
sticking extra sheets in and using ICT. 

Your illustrations and handwriting 
are outstanding. 

Tasks 
completed 

Any 5 tasks completed Any 6 tasks completed 
At least one of each type of activity 
(e.g. Write, Create, Research, Make, 

Draw) 

Effort 
You have made a good effort with 

the tasks you have completed 

You have made a great effort with 
many of the tasks you have 

completed 

You have made a super effort with 
all of the tasks you have completed 

Teacher comment: 

 


